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NEW YORK--Composer Liza Lim, an Australian of
Chinese ancestry, is a major figure on the international
scene, with operas, orchestral works, ensemble pieces,
and sound installations to her credit. On April 10, Miller
Theater afforded this underrepresented composer her
first portrait concert in the U.S., as performed by the
International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE) [Musical
America’s 2014 Ensemble of the Year]. One could
scarcely imagine a better introduction to her engaging
and multifaceted oeuvre.

Invisibility (2009), for solo cello, calls for two types of bow, one normal, the other with the horsehair
twisted around it in circular patterns, creating a serrated bow. In one, extended section, the altered
bow elicits percussive effects, scratches, and delicate harmonics from the instrument; in another,
the standard bow reveals that the cello is also in an alternate tuning. In the final section, both bows
are used simultaneously, one in each hand. Michael Nicolas did a superb job tackling the work’s
assorted challenges, creating some beguiling sounds and accomplishing one of Lim’s
self-proclaimed goals of producing a “shimmering sound” in her music.

She’s also prone to exploring sounds that live just at the edge of the performer’s control. Ehwaz
(2010), scored for trumpet and percussion and heard here in its U.S. premiere, frequently requires
the former to play “split tones” that access two harmonics simultaneously. Trumpeter Gareth
Flowers managed to produce these high, fragile tones just at the point of cracking without ever
losing control. Percussionist Ross Karre, overseeing a vibraphone and quarter-tone-tuned bottles,
bowls, and gongs, had the unenviable tasks of spinning a partly filled wine bottle while
simultaneously striking it and later submerging a vibrating gong in a bucket of water. A lesser
composer might have created a mere catalog of gimmicky sound effects, but Ehwaz sounds truly
organic despite its hybrid collection of materials.

After intermission, ICE’s Artistic Director Claire Chase joined Lim onstage for a discussion. The
composer explained how aspects of her “shimmering” pieces relate to aboriginal culture, an
abiding concern in much of her music, and also addressed her particular interest in dying or
threatened languages. The piece Mother Tongue (2005), she said, was inspired by a list of 92
Aboriginal Yorta-Yorta language words, as recalled by an elderly woman and written down by a
linguist. They were all the words that dealt with feelings of love, key memories of life events, and
descriptions of family. For Mother Tongue, Lim commissioned poet Patricia Sykes to create a text
from English words that address the same elements and emotions of the human condition. (Lim
mentioned that, on a positive note, Yorta-Yorta is now being taught again in schools and may be
revived.)

Wearing a poncho, a statement necklace, and bright green shoes, soprano Tony Arnold showed a
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flair for the dramatic even before she opened her mouth to premiere Mother Tongue in the U.S. A
dedicated interpreter, she offered a spellbinding performance of this tremendously taxing work,
finessing low-chanted Yorta-Yorta words to altissimo register ululations and all manner of styles
between. ICE offered a focused and multihued reading, and responded immediately and
impressively when conductor Karina Canellakis moved to correct some balance issues at the
beginning of the piece. Thereafter one could hear Arnold’s every utterance perfectly clearly.

Mother Tongue demonstrates Lim’s tremendously imaginative talent for orchestration. In addition to
shimmering sounds, present here in abundance, there are many moments in which slides in the
vocal part are deftly mimicked or mirrored by the instruments. At the end she creates a particularly
beguiling whirring effect by rolling marbles about in a steel drum. I knew to expect it, having read a
preview article about the concert, but I still found the sound a delightful surprise. There are many
similar pleasures to be heard in Lim’s music. I can only hope to hear much more of it here in the
U.S.
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